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Abstract: Nanoparticles (NPs) of different types, especially those of metals and metal oxides,
are widely used in research and industry for a variety of applications utilising their unique physical
and chemical properties. In this article, the focus is put on the fabrication of nanomaterials by
means of gas-phase aggregation, also known as the cluster beam technique. A short overview of the
history of cluster sources development emphasising the main milestones is presented followed by the
description of different regimes of cluster-surface interaction, namely, soft-landing, pinning, sputtering
and implantation. The key phenomena and effects for every regime are discussed. The review is
continued by the sections describing applications of nanomaterials produced by gas aggregation.
These parts critically analyse the pros and cons of the cluster beam approach for catalysis, formation
of ferromagnetic and superparamagnetic NPs, applications in sensor and detection technologies
as well as the synthesis of coatings and composite films containing NPs in research and industrial
applications covering a number of different areas, such as electronics, tribology, biology and medicine.
At the end, the current state of the knowledge on the synthesis of nanomaterials using gas aggregation
is summarised and the strategies towards industrial applications are outlined.
Keywords: gas-phase synthesis of nanoparticles; cluster sources; nanomaterials prepared by
gas aggregation
1. Introduction
The fast-growing field of nanotechnology utilises nanoparticles (NPs) as building blocks for
ultra-small systems and nanostructured materials with required, quite often unique, functionality [1–5].
Within a wide spectrum of chemical and physical methods used for NP synthesis, the gas-phase
aggregation technologies have reached maturity at the research level, which makes them promising to
be transferred to the industrial scale in the coming years [6,7].
Gas aggregation of atoms and molecules is a well-known naturally-occurring phenomenon.
The examples are clouds or smoking fires. The condensation requires the lowering of temperature and
precursors/germs. These conditions can be created artificially in gas aggregation sources enabling the
formation of aggregates of atoms or molecules, so-called clusters [8]. When reaching a size of over
several tens of constituents, the cluster dimensions reach the nanometre scale and they are often called
nanoparticles. Therefore, in this review words “cluster” and “nanoparticle” are used as synonyms.
We can look back in time and find some single instances for the use of gas aggregation in thin film
formation even 90 years ago [9]. In the 1950s and 1960s, the first experiments with small gas clusters
were carried out and the concept of electrospray source was introduced [10–13]. In the 1970s, an idea
similar to electrospraying was applied for the formation of cluster ion beams of metals, mostly of those
with low melting point (Li, Cs, Sn, Ga and Hg); so-called liquid metal sources were developed [14–16].
The first cluster sources based on the adiabatic cooling of expanded gas in supersonic jets [17] and
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on the gas aggregation of vaporized solids (metals and semiconductors) were also constructed in
the 1970s [18,19]. A range of new gas aggregation techniques for cluster formation was developed
throughout the 1980s. For instance, laser ablation allowed the extension of cluster production over
materials with a high melting point [20,21]. This method led to the discovery of fullerenes [22].
The ion sputtering method was adopted for the production of small clusters [23]. The idea to use arc
discharge for cluster formation was introduced [24], which later led to the development of the so-called
microplasma source [25]. An important step in the cluster source history was the development of
the magnetron sputter discharge technique, which has been known for a long time and used in thin
film formation [26], towards NP production at the beginning of the 1990s [27]. Currently, magnetron
sputtering cluster sources are among the most popular ones. They are available from a number
of commercial suppliers in different configurations and allow for the formation of NPs of different
species, structures and geometries [6,7,28,29]. From the 1990s to the 2010s, the gas aggregation cluster
techniques have undergone substantial progress due to the high relevance of the rapidly developing
nanoscience research [4–7,30–38]. However, to be used in the industry, sources with high deposition
rate enabling mass production of NPs are required. One of the recent inventions in this direction
is a source based on the assembly of atoms in a metal-loaded cryogenically-cooled rare gas matrix
initiated by ion beam impact [39]. A production of ~10 mg of clusters (Au100) per hour has been
demonstrated [40].
From the application point of view, the formation of NPs by gas-phase aggregation provides
several advantages. Since the clusters are produced in a vacuum from ultra-pure targets, this method
allows very good control of composition. The gas-phase synthesis is not limited to homoatomic
clusters but allows production of compound NPs, for example metal-oxide ones [28]. Such NPs
may be fabricated either by adding a small amount of oxygen into the inert working gas [41,42]
or by in-flight oxidation of metal clusters using an auxiliary oxygen-containing plasma before they
reach the substrate [43]. Furthermore, recent studies showed that the gas aggregation sources may
also be employed for the synthesis of alloy and compound NPs with tuneable shape and structure
(spheres, cubes, Janus- and dumbbell NPs, as well as core@shell, multi-core@shell or core@satellite
ones) [7,28,44–55]. Adding a mass-filtering system after the gas aggregation stage gives the possibility
of carrying out size selection [35,56]. Varying the kinetic energy allows adjusting the cluster-surface
interaction mechanism [36,57]. In the cluster sources, NPs are typically collimated into beams. Then,
by scanning and varying the exposure time one can control the surface coverage or volume filling factor
of clusters [32,58,59] as well as form areas with a gradient in particle density or carry out patterning
through masks [35,60–62].
2. Cluster-Surface Interaction Regimes
Cluster-surface interaction can be considered of either low- or high-energy. In the low-energy
regime, which is often called soft-landing, the kinetic energy per atom Eat is below the binding
(cohesive) energy of the cluster constituents. The typical limit of Eat for this regime is below one eV.
Under such impact conditions, the composition of deposited NPs is preserved but their structure and
shape can undergo distortions and deformations.
With the kinetic energy increase, one can approach or slightly overcome the binding energy value.
In this case, the energy locally transferred to the substrate can be enough to produce small radiation
damage and the NP can become trapped. Such energy regime is called pinning.
Further increase of the kinetic energy leads to an energetic impact: the cluster fragments and the
constituents become back-scattered or implanted.
Understanding physics and effects occurring under the above-mentioned regimes plays a crucial
role in the rational design of nanoparticle-based materials with appropriate functionality. The main
issues for every regime are briefly overviewed below while for a more comprehensive description the
interested reader should refer to [57].
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2.1. Soft-Landing
The simplest scenario of NP soft-landing may be described by the ballistic-aggregation model,
in which the addition of particles to a growing structure occurs via randomly selected linear
trajectories [63]. This model, originally developed for the explanation of the structure of colloidal
aggregates [64,65], assumes that the arriving particle stays at the place of impact and does not move,
at least at the time scale of the new particle arrival at a neighbouring site. This results in the formation
of a randomly arranged array of NPs on a substrate material that for the higher fluence transforms into
a stacked nanoparticle film shown in Figure 1a. Such mesoporous aggregates have densities as low
as about one-half of the corresponding bulk materials densities with functional properties given by
the properties of original free clusters that are preserved upon soft-landing. Based on the numerical
models, the growth of nanoparticle arrays in this deposition mode is characterised by the universal
scaling law:
R ∼ tβ, (1)
where t is the thickness of the deposit, R is its roughness, and β stands for the growth factor that reaches
value of 0.33 in the case of ballistic deposition [66,67]. Naturally, β has to be understood as the value
that describes the idealised ballistic-aggregation growth of layers that does not account for the size
distribution of incoming NPs, their sticking behaviour or scattering [68]. Despite slight deviations,
experimentally determined values of β were found to be independent of the composition of deposited
NPs and match well the theoretical value [5,69]. This is of great significance for the practical use as it
paves the way for the tailor-made production of nanostructured coatings whose surface roughness
may be precisely tuned by the NP fluence.
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relatively quickly on a substrate at speeds that are in some cases comparable with those of the surface 
diffusion of single atoms [70–72]. Based on the experimental and theoretical studies it is believed that 
the cluster moves on a surface due to a collective mechanism and, thus, diffuses as a rigid structure 
in a similar manner as a single atom. According to the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, cluster 
movement is a combination of its rotation and translation induced by the mismatch of lattice 
parameters of a substrate and cluster [72,73]. Although the exact mechanism of the diffusion of NPs 
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of single atoms [70–72]. Based on the experimental and theoretical studies it is believed that the cluster
moves on a surface due to a collective mechanism and, thus, diffuses as a rigid structure in a similar
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manner as a single atom. According to the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, cluster movement
is a combination of its rotation and translation induced by the mismatch of lattice parameters of a
substrate and cluster [72,73]. Although the exact mechanism of the diffusion of NPs is still under
debate, it strongly depends on the strength of substrate-cluster interaction, temperature or presence
of surface defects or steps. In general, the high mobility of NPs was observed on weakly interacting
substrates such as highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The ability of NPs to move on a substrate
results in a formation of ramified aggregates (for an example, see Figure 1b), which may be explained
by the deposition–diffusion–aggregation (DDA) model. It assumes that a diffusing cluster may either
encounter another diffusing NP that leads to the emergence of a new immobile “island” (nucleation
event) or might be captured by already existing “island” (growth event) [74]. The actual number and
appearance of growing nanostructures are then given by the combination of the particle flux towards
the substrate (i.e., deposition rate) and the diffusion coefficient of individual particles.
In the aforementioned description of the DDA model so far only a juxtaposition of colliding
particles was taken into the account, i.e., the individual NPs that form an aggregated nanostructure
preserve their size and structure. This scenario is, however, in many cases not realistic as the colliding
NPs may fully or partially coalesce. This process may be, according to a recent review [75], divided into
three consecutive phases: (i) initial contact and formation of an interface between individual NPs;
(ii) restructuralization/deformation of NPs supported by the heat release connected with the lowering of
the free surface area of interacting NPs [76,77]; and (iii) sphericization induced by thermal diffusion of
surface atoms. Naturally, the coalescence process and its rate are strongly dependent on the properties
of interacting particles (e.g., their composition, size ratio, shape, crystallinity, the relative orientation
between them, degree of order/disorder), temperature as well as on the substrate properties [78].
Depending on these parameters, different final structures of sintered NPs may be observed that range
from structures with small neck formed between two clusters, dumbbell-like and ovoid structures to
spheres [75].
The possibility of diffusing clusters to coalesce upon mutual contact naturally affects the shape
of formed aggregates. A well-known example of this is the variation of the structure of created
nanoislands observed in [79] for antimony clusters deposited onto graphite surface that changes from
the fractal-like structure to compact islands of spherical shapes as the size of primeval Sb decreases from
500 atoms down to four atoms (Figure 2). Moreover, as the mobility of diffusing NPs is substantially
influenced by the surface defects [80–83], the morphology and position of formed nanostructures may
be at some extend controlled by the pre-treatment or pre-patterning of the substrate. For instance, it was
shown that bends formed on a graphite surface may act as guides for aggregation of Agn clusters [84]:
while concave bends were found to force clusters to linearly aggregate along the bend, the convex
bends behave as repulsive barriers for the particle diffusion that makes it possible to laterally constrain
the aggregation in variable extent including the case of quasi-one-dimensional assembly of clusters
(see Figure 3a). Another example represents HOPG functionalised by a focused ion beam (FIB) prior to
the deposition of clusters. As shown in [85–88], this opens the possibility to fabricate ordered arrays of
aggregated NPs (see Figure 3b). Recently, such ordered silver NP patterns have been shown for the
FIB-treated graphene [89]. The possibility of Cun clusters ordering was reported for the nanorippled
Si templates using glancing angle deposition [90]. Finally, it was also suggested to use soft-landed
clusters to visualise step edges, grains boundaries, grains orientation or elastic strain fields on HOPG
surfaces that are all invisible by SEM [91].
In addition to previously described growth modes, the self-aggregation of clusters into ordered
arrays with no mutual contact of individual clusters was reported for gold [92], platinum [92–94],
and CoPt [95] clusters. Absence or presence of contact between clusters was found to be dependent on
the base pressure during the deposition, size, and reactivity of NPs. For small clusters and deposition
pressures above a critical value, surface reactions (e.g., CO adsorption on Ptn clusters) modify the
surface of clusters and such formed interfacial layer represents an effective repulsive barrier that
obstructs the contact between individual particles (Figure 4) [92]. Additionally, this effect may even be
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promoted by the deformation of the substrate surface induced by small Ptn clusters that may explain
the occurrence of arrays of non-contacting Ptn clusters observed under ultra-high vacuum (UHV)
deposition [94].Appl. Nano 2020, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW 5 
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The small NPs can, in addition, undergo important structural (rearrangement of cluster
constituents) and morphological (mainly flattening) changes when in contact with a substrate [96–98].
This is due to the dominant role of cluster-surface interaction with decreasing the size of deposited
particles. The degree of such changes is dependent on the surface and interface energies as well as
on the binding energies of cluster constituents. For instance, according to MD simulation of Au440
cluster deposited onto an Au(111) substrate, the complete epitaxy is achieved within 100 ps, as shown
in Figure 5. At this point, it has to be stressed that the largest cluster size leading to full contact epitaxy
upon deposition decreases rapidly with the decreasing temperature. To give an example, Cu NPs
deposited onto Cu substrate at room temperature reached full epitaxy only when they are composed of
less than approximately 200 atoms [99]. Due to this, larger NPs remain in a non-epitaxial configuration
at room temperature, although the atomic planes in the vicinity of a substrate may become epitaxial
with it.
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From the practical point of view, changing the actual value of C (e.g., by exposure of a substrate
to electron beam) enables to control the adhesion/reflection of nanoclusters on different positions
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patterns of clusters needed for the fabrication of functional nanodevices [100,102]. An example of this
is depicted in Figure 6, where the SEM image of Bi cluster-assembled wire with an average width of
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2.2. Pinning
The increase of the kinetic energy on interaction with a surface can cause deformation of the
cluster shape and even a partial fragmentation if this energy approaches the binding energy of the
cluster constituents. At the same time, the energy transfer to the substrate can lead to point defect
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formation and the cluster can become trapped [103]. This type of interaction is called pinning because it
causes surface immobilization of the cluster. Pinning of various metal clusters (Agn, Aun, Pdn, Nin and
Con) is mostly studied on HOPG due to atomically flat surface [103–108]. Modelling of the metal
cluster interaction showed that the energy required for the carbon recoil production Er is approximately
5–6 eV [108,109]. Thus, above this threshold value, one can expect the cluster pinning to occur. But it
was also found that the pinning energy Epin depends on cluster species, size and substrate material.
The following empirical equation was suggested [109]:
Epin =
nmEr
4NM
, (2)
where n is the number of atoms in the cluster, m is the atomic mass of the cluster constituents, N is the
number of recoil atoms and M is the atomic mass of the target.
The minimal energies required for pinning have the same order of magnitude with the cohesive
energies of metal clusters. Hence, one can expect that a cluster can remain intact or may just partly
fragment under the pinning regime. However, as found by MD simulations and confirmed by scanning
tunnelling microscopy (STM), the resulting cluster shape significantly depends on species; Nin clusters
are more compact, while Agn and Aun clusters have tendencies to spread out forming flat structures
on pinning [110]. In Figure 7, one can see that Con clusters follow the same tendency as Agn and
Aun, forming a flat island with a few atoms penetrating beneath the top graphene layer. The STM
experiments revealed the formation of one atomic-layer-thick small cobalt islands at the places of
impact [107], thus, supporting the modelling.
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One of the interesting consequences of metal cluster pinning to graphite is the possibility of
nanoscale etching. It was found that the annealing at temperatures 600–650 ◦C in ambient atmosphere
leads to the formation of the pits at the cluster location [108,111]. These pits typically have a hexagonal
or circular shape (see Figure 8a) that is assigned to the local oxidative etching of the damaged on
impact areas. Depth of the pits correlates well with the depth of radiation damage caused by the
cluster impact [108,111,112]. To attack the underlying pristine graphene planes the etching time must
be significantly increased. For the pinned Con clusters it was also found that the heating can cause
worm-like planar trenches as can be seen in Figure 8b [107]. High temperature increases diffusive
mobility of the residual clusters and, at the same time, they can serve as catalyst particles promoting
reactions of atmospheric oxygen with carbon as schematically illustrated in Figure 9. The heating
induced channelling of graphite and graphene by NPs deposited by other than gas aggregation
techniques has been also reported and even suggested as a “catalytic pen” method for high-precision
lithography [113–115]. However, it does not seem that there is an easy way to control the direction of
particle motion and, therefore, this approach has not received any further development.
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2.3. Sputtering and Implantation
The energetic collision of an ion with atoms of a target can cause a knock-on effect leading to either
sputtering of the atom or forming a recoil, which moves inside the target producing a displacement
cascade [116,117]; even a small crater can form [118,119]. Crater formation was found to be a much
more pronounced phenomenon for a cluster impact where the multiple collision (al ost simultaneous
interaction of any cluster constituents with a number of target atoms) leads to a high-energy transfer
very locally. At the central part of the collision area a depression is formed while the atoms from the
periphery of the impact area possess momenta directed away from the surface (see Figure 10a) [120].
These ato s either become sputtered or produce an atomistic flow leading to the rim formation (see
Figure 10b). The crater parameters depend on the cluster size and energy as well as on the properties of
a target. A variety of different target materials and cluster species have been studied both theoretically
and experimentally [121–131]. The generally-found tendency is that the materials with higher density
and melting point are less favourable for the crater formation. One of the examples is diamond [132].
Another allotropic form of carbon, graphite, responds to the cluster impacts very elastically. As shown
by the MD simulations, the crater can be formed at the initial stage of impact but then the graphene
sheet oscillations cause its closure [133].
Along with craters, hillocks (nm-scale protrusions, typically of cone-like shape) are often
observed [123,134,135]. The MD simulations of keV-energy cluster impact predict compression
of the material up to GPa level leading to temperature rise up to a few thousand degrees [120,136].
This temperature level is above a melting point for any material. The molten matter can be pushed out
and quenched forming a hillock. The origin for the expulsion can be the difference in density or tension
between the hot melt and the surrounding solid as well as an elastic rebound of the bulk because of the
initial compression and shock wave formation. In some cases, a hillock can appear in a centre of a
crater (see Figure 11) as, for example, found for the Arn cluster impact on silicon and sapphire [128].
By analogy with meteorite impact craters on a planet surface, where a centrally-located bump is often
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seen [137], these structures are called complex craters. For more details about crater formation on
cluster impact, one can refer to [37].
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As mentioned above, many target atoms get momenta directed away from the surface on the
cluster impact, i.e., provide a very pronounced lateral effect. Even at normal to the surface incidence,
the distribution of the sputtered atoms has a strong angular dependence and the sputtering yield Y
does not follow so-called cosine law with respect to the emission angle of the atoms Θ, Y(Θ) ~ cosmΘ
with m ≥ 1, which is typical for monomers [138]. Recent studies of the Cu and Mo sputtering by argon
clusters have shown an anisotropy of atom distribution over azimuthal angle, which is found to be
related to the crystal orientation and cluster size [139]. The use of clusters increases Y from a few atoms
typical for monatomic ions to tens and even hundreds [140] making the cluster beams to be an efficient
tool for sputtering and smoothing of surfaces [141]. Additional advantages of cluster sputtering in
comparison with ion or plasma assisted processing are short-range damage, high spatial resolution
and elimination of charge accumulation on the surface. These properties promoted the utilization of
cluster ion beams in the field of secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), especially in application to
organic materials [142,143]. The C60+ and Arn+ cluster ion beams have been primarily used providing
not only depth profiling of the organic species but also imaging of biological tissues [144–147].
Since clusters generate multiple collisions with target atoms on impact, the physics of cluster
implantation has several fundamental differences compared to a monatomic bombardment. At the
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beginning of impact, the cluster kinetic energy and momentum are locally transferred to the target causing
a compression up to GPa level and rapid heating up to 10,000–100,000 K [120,123,136]. The pressure
and temperature rise lead to the development of shock waves and significant thermal spikes. The latter
can cause local material melting along the cluster path [148]. Under typical implantation conditions,
the kinetic energy per cluster constituent is considerably higher than the cluster cohesive energy.
The aggregate becomes broken on impact and the penetrating into the target constituents form collision
cascades of a complex nature due to the non-linear effects originated by the interaction of these cluster
constituents not only with the target atoms but also with each other. One of the closely related
phenomena is the so-called clearing-the-way leading to deeper implantation of the cluster atoms
compared to the monatomic projectiles with the same incident velocity [149,150]. It is explained by
pushing the target atoms by the “front” cluster constituents out of the way of the cluster “rest”, thus,
reducing the total stopping power. The clusters composed of heavy elements cause more clearing
of “light” targets and, contrarily, the effect is negligible if the cluster consists of light atoms but the
target is represented by heavy elements [151]. This phenomenon is well illustrated by metal cluster
implantation into polymers. It was found that small (ca. 2.7 nm in diameter) Pd NPs impacting
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with the energy of only 0.5 eV/atom become dispersed to the depth
of 50 nm [152]. The clusters also stay intact because the kinetic energy per atom is below the cohesive
cluster energy. Such deep penetration cannot be explained exclusively by the clearing-the-way effect.
Using MD simulations, it was suggested that the local thermal and pressure spike generated by the
collision facilitate cluster embedding due to an increase of chain mobility [153]. This approach on
shallow implantation of metal clusters into polymers paves a way for the formation of composite films
with tuneable properties towards diverse applications, which will be addressed in Section 3.4.
An important issue for cluster implantation is the prediction of the projected range, Rp.
This problem was successfully solved for monatomic ions using the binary collision approach.
Nowadays, well-developed and experimentally verified simulation codes exist, for example, SRIM or
TRIDYN [154,155]. However, due to the complexity of the cluster-matter interaction, the simulations of
cluster implantation show diversity in scaling laws with respect to energy Rp ~ E1/3 and E1/2 [156,157] as
well as to cluster size (number of atoms) ~ nαwhereαranges between 0.31 and 0.45 [157,158]. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to conclude about the correctness of the suggested laws because the experimental data on
systematic measurements of Rp are rather limited, except the cluster implantation into graphite.
The specificity of graphite is in its layered structure with weak Van der Waals bonds between
individual graphene sheets but strong covalent bonds in the planes. The implanted cluster creates
damage, amorphizing the material along the track to a certain depth. The volumes of amorphous
carbon created by individual cluster impacts can be etched by short-term heating in the presence of
oxygen forming pits as described in Section 2.2 (see Figure 8a). Using AFM or STM one can find the
depth of radiation damage as a function of implantation energy. For not too high energies (keV scale),
this depth corresponds well to Rp [132,133]. The experiments with different cluster species implanted
into HOPG allowed to combine the scaling laws for energy and cluster size (mass) using the cluster
momentum p, which is linearly proportional to the mass, and the velocity be a square root function
of energy (E1/2). This approach led to a new universal scaling law Rp ~ p proved for a wide range of
cluster species and energies (see Figure 12) [108,111,133,159]. A similar dependence was also found for
the keV-energy argon cluster ions implanted in diamond [160].
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3. Functional Nanoparticle-Based Materials
Interest to the practical use of NPs, nanoparticulate films and composites containing NPs comes
from different fields. Small particles have a high ratio of surface-to-volume atoms, thus, becoming
ideal objects to exploit properties of the outer atoms/surface sites, which play a key role in catalytic
applications [161,162]. An ability to control the particle size and composition brings new routes
for tuning magnetic properties and creating novel magnetic media [33,163,164]. The phenomenon
of localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), giving rise to characteristic optical extinction and
strong local electromagnetic field enhancement [165], is currently of significant practical interest for
applications in sensing, detection and imaging, as well as for optical components and collar cell
technologies stimulating the development of novel and sophisticated NP-based systems [166–170].
Controllable assembling of NPs into films or composites allows for conductivity tuning from the
variable range hopping to metal-like charge transfer mechanisms opening a way for the fabrication of
unique electronic and electro-mechanical devices [171–175]. The NP-filled materials are also of high
interest for microwave technologies, bactericidal coatings and membranes, as well as for the formation
of surfaces with controlled morphology, wettability and adhesion [176–179].
3.1. Catalytic Applications of Size-Selected Clusters
In sub-nanometre particles, the majority of atoms is located on the surface. These atoms are
low-coordinated, thus, promoting a chemical activity. One such example is gold, which is known
to be a relatively poor catalyst in bulk but showing considerable catalytic support on the nanoscale
in a number of reactions [180,181], for example, oxidation of H2 and CO, just to mention one of the
first publications on this topic [182]. Shrinking the NP size below a hundred atoms also brings into
play the quantum phenomena changing the electronic structure and, thus, affecting the chemical
properties [183]. Varying the size on the scale of±1 atom can dramatically change the catalytic efficiency
of very small clusters [184,185]. The surrounding medium or supporting substrates are also found
to play an important role; metal clusters deposited on oxide surfaces strongly change the catalytic
properties due to a charge transfer that, for instance, turns inactive gold and palladium NPs into
active catalysts [162,184,186,187]. Tiny Cun clusters is another example. In contrast to the gas-phase
Cun clusters, which are more difficult to oxidize the smaller they are, the supported on amorphous
alumina Cu4 were found to be oxidized easier compared to Cu12 and Cu20 [188]. This can be seen
in the theoretically-obtained phase diagrams presented in Figure 13. The predictions were proven
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by experimentally-measured temperature at which the transition from CunOn/2 to Cun occurs in a
H2-rich environment [188]. The studies of small metal clusters and also of metal alloys have shown
that expensive metals can be substituted by cheaper ones while keeping the catalytic efficiency at the
same level [161,189]. Since the literature on the catalytic studies of supported metal NPs is numerous,
we will overview only the advantages of the cluster beam technique for this field.Appl. Nano 2020, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW 13 
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a orphous alu ina (right) Cu and Cu clusters as a function of te perature. The green, red and
blue areas indicate Cu , Cu O /2 and CunOn phases, respectively. Inserts show the calculated lowest
energy structures for Cu4O2 clusters. Reprinted from [188] with permission from Wiley-VCH.
The main advantages are (i) the size selection to single atom precision for the clusters consisting
of up to 2–3 tens of atoms [56,190]; (ii) formation of binary and ternary NPs, as well as core@shell
structures [6,44,47,48,191]; and (iii) deposition on any desired substrate with controllable coverage [60].
These pros make the gas aggregation techniques an advantageous tool for the study of model catalysts.
The oxidation activity of tiny Cun clusters has been mentioned before. These clusters were also
found to be efficient in CO2 conversion to methanol, CO2 + 3H2 ≥ CH3OH + H2O. The turnover
rate of about 4 × 10−4 molecules per copper atom and second was reached [192]. Interestingly,
the highest rate was found for Cu4/Al2O3 exceeding the activities of other small supported clusters.
Strong size-selective reactivity was also observed in CO oxidation on sub-nanometre Agn clusters
supported on titania [193]. More examples of size-selectivity of various types of model catalyst NPs
can be found in [161,189]. It is important to stress that the use of ultra-small NP acting as individual
catalytic sites significantly reduces expenses, especially for precious metals. The formation of core@shell
structures with cores of less expensive metals and shells composed of active species can also have a
considerable economic effect. Generally, core@shell NPs is a class of materials that has recently received
increased attention due to a number of advantages for catalysis [194]. In particular, synergetic effects
caused by core-shell electron exchange can considerably increase catalytic activity as, for example,
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found for Pt-Pd systems [195]. Since multiple-target magnetron sources allow precise control of
the core and shell growth in one step [6,47], the gas aggregation approach brings large benefits in
the development of new model catalysts. Similar to core@shell structures, alloys can also exhibit
a synergistic effect enhancing catalytic activity. For example, Pd6Ru6 clusters showed far superior
performance in alkene hydrogenation compared to the monometallic analogues of Pd and Ru, as well
as other particles like Cu4Ru12, which were also used to catalyse this reaction [196]. Ag9Pt2 and Ag9Pt3
bimetallic clusters supported on alumina were observed to be more stable while enabling the same
catalytic efficiency of CO oxidation as pure Ptn [197]. Mass-selected NiFe NPs were found to be perfect
model systems providing fundamental insights into the water splitting reaction [198]. Engineering of
gas aggregated Ni-Mo-S NPs allowed for tuning their morphology, i.e., the abundances of edge sites,
thus, affecting catalytic activity, for example in the removal of sulphur from fossil fuels [199].
Disadvantages of the gas-phase aggregation methods for industrial catalytic applications are
the requirement to vacuum and relatively low production rate of clusters sources. A typical cluster
beam setup enabling the formation and deposition of sub-nanometer particles would produce below
1 microgram of catalyst per hour [4]. However, the recent development of a new approach for NP gas
aggregation, so-called matrix assembly cluster source, brings hope for a breakthrough, as it promises
to reach the gram scale in the production of supported size-selected metal NPs [40].
3.2. Magnetic NP-Based Media
The origin of magnetic ordering in the solids is based on the exchange interaction of electrons and
spin imbalance. Compared to the solid-state, clusters can represent different symmetry (or broken
symmetry) and reduced coordination of surface atoms causing a local increase of moments. For the
atomic aggregates of Fe, Co and Ni, known as ferromagnetic materials in bulk, a significant increase of
spin moment was found with decreasing the size; also a contribution of the orbital moment can become
considerable [200,201]. Free clusters of other transition metals, like Rdn, Run, Pdn, Gdn and Crn,
were also observed to exhibit enhanced magnetic moments [202,203]. However, analysis of magnetic
phenomena of free/isolated clusters is out of the scope of this paper and the reader can be addressed to
extensive reviews, for example [204,205].
Clusters of 3d ferromagnetic metals were also found possessing enhanced magnetic moments
while being supported on a substrate or embedded into a matrix [164,205,206]. Larger moments
were observed on weakly-coupled surfaces like insulators, sp-metals or metals with filled d-band,
i.e., some type of hybridization between the cluster and host atoms took place. This phenomenon is
found to be important for alloy and core@shell clusters representing systems of 3d metals with other
transition metals like Pt, Pd, Au, Ag and W [206–208]. Although many found dependences of magnetic
properties on cluster size, species and supporting/surrounding matrix still require a more thorough
study, the cluster beam method showed excellent capabilities for varying the magnetic properties
on the nanoscale. For instance, core@shell particles can be created in the gas aggregation in one
step considering the liquid (L) and solid immiscibility of given components A and B (see Figure 14a)
and the difference in surface energy (see Figure 14b). Alloying can undergo for small particles,
while with the size increase the positive enthalpy of mixing can lead to the phase separation upon
condensation (see Figure 14c) and, thus, giving a possibility to control the particle properties including
the magnetic ones [208]. Varying the cluster composition/structure or filling factor of NPs in the
matrix allows for tuning the coercive force, saturation magnetization and blocking temperature of
superparamagnetic/ferromagnetic transition [164,209,210]. The latter is one of the main suppressions
for use of small NPs in high-density memory devices; with decreasing size, one becomes confronted by
the superparamagnetic limit. A possible solution could be the use of antiferromagnetic surrounding to
enhance the anisotropy of a ferromagnetic NP [211]. Apart from the use of clusters in the formation
of materials exhibiting giant magnetoresistance, the gas aggregation method provides excellent
capabilities to produce granular films with enhanced tunnelling magnetoresistance [212].
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Figure 14. (a) Schematic phase diagram of a system with liquid immiscibility, where AC and BS are 
the core and shell materials, respectively. (b) The relative surface energies for groups 3–12 of the 
periodic table (green > blue > red). (c) Design concept summary: larger particles with different surface 
energies will form core-shell structures and blue elements (from groups 4, 5, 8, 9) can be placed in 
either the core or the shell. Reprinted from [208] with permission from Wiley-VCH. 
When forming layers of supported NPs or composites with embedded ones, the surface/volume 
fraction plays an important role. For an individual cluster of ferromagnetic material, a uniaxial 
anisotropy with a random orientation of an easy magnetization axis is typical. Decreasing the 
distance between the NPs to a few lattice constants causes an overlap of the surface electronic wave 
functions and exchange coupling. Further increase of cluster surface coverage or volume fraction 
leads to the enhancement of the susceptibility and increase of coercivity [213] until percolation. 
Beyond the percolation threshold, a correlated super-spin state can be reached. This situation can be 
described using the parameter characterizing the relative strength of the anisotropy Hr and exchange 
Hex magnetic fields, λr = Hr/Hex [163]. For λr > 1, the contribution of the exchange field is small and 
magnetic vectors of individual particles have random orientation following intra-particle anisotropy 
axes. With decreasing intra-particle anisotropy, the magnetization of neighbouring particles becomes 
nearly aligned forming a correlated super-spin but the deviations from perfect alignment can cause 
a smooth rotation of the magnetization within the magnetic correlation length proportional to 1/λr2. 
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Such superparamagnetic layers show a significant increase of susceptibility and very low coercive filed
at room temperature compared to isolated Fe or Co clusters.
NPs with superparamagnetic properties are of wide interest in biological applications:
drug delivery, bio-sensing and bio-separation [214]. However, NPs (Fe, Co or allows with other
metals) produced by chemical means or physical methods others than gas-phase aggregation are
typically efficient enough while being cheaper and simpler. Hence, to our best knowledge, the cluster
beam technique is not much in use in this field.
3.3. NPs for Enhanced Sensing and Detection
Cluster assembled nanostructures, which can be obtained using a combination of standard
lithography technique and cluster beam deposition, represent a simple method for the formation of
electrical contacts and electronic components on the nanoscale. One of such examples is shown in
Figure 6, where a nanowire is produced by Bin cluster deposition using a mask. It was found that the
percolation threshold ensuring the formation of conductive passes through the assembly can be shifted
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to very low surface coverages of NPs [215]. Controlling the coverage allows tuning the resistance of the
assembled metal nanostructures [174]. This capability was used for the fabrication of passive electronic
components (resistors and capacitors) by patterned cluster deposition on paper [61]. An example of
resistor arrays formed by gold NPs on plain paper is shown in Figure 15. An advantage of the cluster
beam technique is in a wide choice of species (both metals and semiconductors) for NP formation.
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Deposited NP assemblies or films were also found to be sensitive to the environmental 
conditions, i.e., changing the conductance under exposure to some gases. One of the examples are tin 
oxide nanoclusters (between 3–10 nm in diameter) prepared as a few monolayer thick films which 
were shown to be highly and fast responsive to hydrogen and ammonia at relatively low 
temperatures (80–200 °C) by a considerable change of the resistance [216]. Hydrogen sensors based 
on percolation and tunnelling conductance were also fabricated using Pdn clusters [217]. In [218], a 
systematic approach for fabrication of sensor batches on the microscale utilizing hotplates was 
suggested: NPs of different metal oxides, such as SnO2, TiO2, WO3, Fe2O3 etc. could serve for gas 
sensing.  
Cr NPs deposited between silver electrodes fabricated on the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 
film were shown to be efficient as strain sensors [175]. A compressive or tensile strain applied to such 
film changes the inter-particle distance modifying the percolation paths and, thus, the resistance. The 
sensors have shown much higher gauge factors compared to typical metal foil-based analogues 
especially for high values of applied strain where the foil-based gauges fail due to cracking. Recently, 
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Deposited NP assemblies or films were also found to be sensitive to the environmental conditions,
i.e., changing the conductanc under exposure to some gases. One of the examples are tin oxide
na oclusters (between 3–10 nm i iameter) prepared as a f w monolayer thick films which were show
to be highly and fast r sponsive to hydrogen and ammonia at relativ ly low temperatures (80–200 ◦C)
by a considerable change of the resistance [216]. Hydr gen sensors b sed on percolation and tunnelling
conductanc were also fabricated using Pdn clusters [217]. In [218], a systematic approach for fabrication
f sensor batches on the micros ale tilizing hotpl tes was suggested: NPs of different metal oxides,
uch as SnO2, TiO2, WO3, Fe2O3 etc. c uld serve for gas sensing.
Cr NPs dep sited between silver electrodes fabricated on the poly thyl ne terephthalate (PET)
film were shown to be efficient as strain sensors [175]. A compressive or tensile strain applied to
such film changes th int r-particle distan e modifying th percolation pat s a d, thus, the resistance.
The sensors have shown much higher gauge factors compared to typical metal foil-b sed anal g es
espe ially for igh values of applied strain where the foil-based gauges f il due to cracking. Recently,
uch approach based on deposited s aggregated Pd NPs has been suggested for the form tion of
pressure sensors (see Figure 16) with a resolution as high as 0.5 P [219].
Another very widely used method of enhanced sensing is based on the utilisation of LSPR in
metal (mostly coinage, Au, Ag and Cu) NPs [165,220]. The cluster beam technique is a very efficient
tool allowing the formation of very pure particles with enhanced chemical stability, controlled size and
surface coverage, thus, bringing great capabilities for plasmonic property tuning. It has been shown that
change of inter-particle distance with increasing surface coverage leads to stronger near-field coupling
among metal NPs, thus, allowing for precise control of the plasmon band spectral position. A nearly
linear dependence of the band maximum wavelength on the deposition time between ca. 390–570 nm
has been demonstrated for the soft-landed gas aggregated Ag NPs [221]. High purity and perfectness
of the NP crystalline structure were found to be key factors for strong chemical resistance leading
to long-time stability of the plasmonic properties in ambient conditions, which is a very important
property for the utilisation of NP-based matrices in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).
Such long-term stability was demonstrated for the gas-aggregated silver [222] and copper [223] NPs
(see Figure 17). For the latter, the LSPR stability was additionally promoted by an UV-ozone treatment,
which led to the rapid growth of an oxide shell protecting the NP against gradual atmospheric oxidation.
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The use of Al NPs is important for some applications where the LSPR resonance is required in UV
spectral interval. However, Al is prone to oxidation in ambient air. Therefore, NPs must be embedded
in a matrix. Such a strategy was realised in [224], where Al clusters were embedded into 50 nm thick
C:H matrix prepared under the simultaneous deposition of the plasma polymer. The composite films
demonstrated well-pronounced plasmon bands with maxima between 255–307 nm depending on the
particle size. Metal cluster deposition into polymers also opens a way for the production of composite
films with the stable tuning of the optical extinction under cyclic compression/stretching [169,225].
One more area of plasmonic properties utilization can be an enhancement of solar cell efficiency. It was
recently demonstrated that the deposition of gas-aggregated Ag NPs considerably increases the optical
absorption of amorphous Si layers [170].
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Another field in which the use of nanoparticles for enhanced biodetection receives increasing
attention is laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (LDI MS) [226–229]. In a conventional
matrix-assisted LDI (MALDI) technique, the analyte to be studied is embedded into an organic matrix
that controls the energy transfer between the incident laser beam and matrix/analyte and allows for
the protonation of laser desorbed analyte molecules without their substantial fragmentation [230].
Such produced ionized molecules are subsequently detected by time-of-flight mass spectrometer
(TOF-MS). Due to the “soft” ionization process and detection capability of TOF-MS it is possible to
detect large molecules with masses up to several hundreds of kDa that makes this technique highly
valuable in diverse fields including medical diagnostics, biodefense, clinical chemistry, environmental
microbiology, food industry, proteomics or forensic science [231–238]. However, the use of an
organic matrix in MALDI possesses critical drawbacks: the poor signal reproducibility due to the
inhomogeneous distribution of the analyte in a matrix, limited spatial resolution for imaging or
complications in small-molecule detection (the self-ionisation of the organic matrix may interfere with
the signal originating from the analyte in the low-mass spectral region). Aforementioned limitations
of MALDI may be at least partially overcome if the organic matrix is substituted by inorganic with
noble metal NPs (e.g., [239–242]). This method, which is termed as nanoparticle assisted laser
desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (Nano-PALDI MS), relies on the ability of NPs to effectively
enhance both the desorption and ionization of analyte molecules through the laser-induced heating of
the NPs [243] and injection of hot LSPR electrons to the analyte molecule [244]. Although different
strategies were developed for the incorporation of NPs into/onto an analyte, the cluster beam deposition
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technique offers several advantages. Among them, the most important is the possibility to deposit a
controlled number of NPs with well-defined properties and high purity onto relatively large areas with
good spatial homogeneity. Recently, it has been shown that size of particles matters in Nano-PALDI
measurements, thus, emphasising one more advantage of the cluster beam technique [245]. Thus,
the features, which are characteristic for the gas aggregation sources, enable to form matrixes for
quantitative, reproducible and sensitive detection of small biomolecules [246,247] as well as imaging
of lipids in rat kidney [248], heart or brain tissues [249,250].Appl. Nano 2020, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW 17 
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3.4. Coatings and Composite Films 
Despite the unique properties of NPs and their arrays discussed in the previous sections, one of 
the limiting factors for their real applications is a weak surface-particle interaction that is a common 
situation in the case of soft-landing. Due to this, the NP deposits may be easily removed from the 
surface that hampers their possible use. The high attention is consequently devoted to the 
development of strategies that enable to fix the NPs on a surface without alteration of their functional 
properties.  
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3.4. Coatings and Composite Films
Despite th unique properties of NPs nd their arrays discussed in the previous se tions, one of
the l miting factors for their real applications is a weak surface-particle interaction tha is a c mmon
situation in the case of soft-landing. Due to this, the NP eposit may be easily removed from the
surface that hampe s heir possible use. The high attention is consequently devoted to the development
of strategies that enable to fix the NPs on a surfac without alteration of their functional properties.
Th fi st app oach is based on he implan ati of cluste s compose of heavy elements into soft
materials. As alrea y mentioned in Section 2.3, this may be achieved at kinetic energies of impac ing
projectiles below the cohesive cluster energy. The typical example represe ts the embe m t of metallic
clusters into polymeric substrates by means of supersonic clust r beam implantation (SCBI) developed
at th University of Milano [152,251,252]. It has been demonstrated that nanometre size particles
may penetrate into a polymeric substrate to the depth of several tens of ano etres whil avoiding
drastic alteration of the polymer propertie typical for NP formation by ion implantation means [253].
F b icated by SCBI metal/polymer nanocomposites wer recently employed as highly deformable
elasto eric el ctrodes with the ability to sustain cyclical st etching [251], mechanical-ele tro-optical
modulators [254], deformable gratings for hypersp ctral imaging [255] or stretchable electrodes for the
recording of electrical brain activity [252]. Furthermore, such materials are highly promising i t
rapidly evolving fi ld of soft robotics [173].
The second m thod to fix clusters on a substrate utilises their partial or full embedment into a
polymeric s bstrate upon its moderate heating. This approa h makes use of the difference in surface
energy b tw en metals (in a common situation above 1000 mJ/m2) [256] and polymers (typically below
100 mJ/m2) [257]. To minimise the t nsion at the interface, m tal clusters tend to immerse into the
polymeric substrat (Figure 18a) until an equilibrium state is reached that i given by [258]:
γNP = γNP/P − γP cosϕ (3)
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where γNP, γNP/P and γP stand for the tension at the interface of NP/air, NP/polymer and polymer/air,
while ϕ is the contact angle as depicted in Figure 18b. In this simplified scenario, that does not account
for the forces related to the possible substrate deformation or formation of wetting layer, it is possible
to determine the height h of nanoparticle with a radius r above the substrate by [258]:
h = r(1 + cosϕ). (4)
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This technique was recently used for the partial embedment of copper, silver and Ti/TiOx NPs
into spin-casted PMMA and polystyrene films [43,258–261]. Such prepared materials may be used
either as stable plasmonic-based transducers for protein sensing [259] or as antibacterial coatings [43].
Furthermore, the combination of heat-induced embedding with surface patterning by electron beam
lithography represents an interesting option for the facile production of 2D nanoparticle patterns
with the desired configuration. In this case, a procedure based on the fabrication of patterned
PMMA/polymethylglutarimide (PMGI) coatings, followed by cluster deposition, annealing step and
PMMA lift-off (Figure 19) may be employed [261]. An example of such fabricated linear arrays of
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evaporation) that are fully compatible with the vacuum nature of cluster beam method and, thus,
the deposition of both NP arrays and fixation layer may be performed in a single apparatus. This is a rather
important feature as it avoids exposure of NP deposits to ambient atmosphere and, hence, limits possible
contamination or modification of reactive particles when in contact with air. Furthermore, the proper
selection of the overcoat material may not only provide the desired fixation of NPs but also add a new
functional property to the resulting coatings. The representative example of this is the fabrication of
antibacterial coatings based on Ag or Cu NPs. In this case, the fixation layer acts also as a barrier that
controls the release of bactericidal ions from the coatings into the liquid environment and with it connected
antibacterial efficiency of such nanomaterials [262–265].
In addition, the 3D character of NPs provides a roughness to such prepared coatings. The possibility,
on the one hand, to independently tune the surface chemical composition that is given solely by the
properties of the overcoat material and, on the other hand, the surface roughness that is primarily given by
the size and number of NPs in the base layer, paves the way for the production of nanostructured materials
with well-defined interfacial properties. This enabled production of surfaces with tailor-made wettability
that may range from super-hydrophilic to super-hydrophobic (e.g., [60,266–273]), superwettable textiles
for versatile oil/water separation with antibacterial properties [274] or nanostructured titanium coatings
that mimic the surface roughness of a bone and, thus, facilitate the growth of osteoblasts [275]. Obviously,
the sequence of deposition of NP and their subsequent overcoating may be repeated that allows for the
fabrication of multiple stacks of particle and matrix layers [276]. For instance, in the recent study [277]
multi-stack coatings composed of AgPt or AgAu NPs embedded in SiO2 matrix were fabricated
exhibiting reproducible diffusive memristive switching (see Figure 20).Appl. Nano 2020, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW 20 
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Finally, both the cluster beam and matrix deposition may be performed simultaneously [224,278,279].
This approach was among others successfully tested for the synthesis of Ag/a-C:H and Cu/a-C:H
coatings using the deposition system schematically depicted in Figure 21a [280,281]. It consists
of a magnetron-based gas aggregation source of metal NPs and a radio-frequency (RF) excitation
electrode employed for the plasma polymerisation of n-hexane. The substrate to be coated was
placed directly on the RF electrode and was positioned perpendicular to the beam of incoming NPs.
This configuration enabled the production of metal/a-C:H nanocomposites (Figure 21b) with a variable
number of embedded NPs that was controlled by the magnetron current and mechanical properties
of a-C:H matrix regulated by the applied RF power. In a subsequent study [282] it was shown that
under optimized conditions the produced Ag/a-C:H coatings deposited on Ti substrates provide
excellent antibacterial performance against both Gram-negative (Escherichia coli) and Gram-positive
(Staphylococcus aureus) bacteria and good biocompatibility, i.e., features needed in orthopaedics and
other biomedical implants.Appl. Nan  2020, 1, FOR PEER REVIEW 21 
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4. Summary and Outlook
The main goal of this review was to overview and analyse the current state of the knowledge
regarding the synthesis of nanomaterials using gas aggregation sources and outline their possible
applications. As has been shown, the cluster beam deposition/implantation represents a very versatile
way of preparing NP-assembled systems and coatings whose structure and functional properties can
be tuned by beam parameters and deposition/implantation conditions (e.g., kinetic energy of NPs,
their size, composition and structure, as well as properties of substrates or co-deposited material).
Based on intensive experimental and theoretical studies of interactions of gas-aggregated NPs with
various solid-state substrates, the basic mechanisms leading to the resulting structure of NP arrays/films
and NP containing composites have been described and understood in the past two to three decades.
This detailed knowledge subsequently paved the way for the rational and effective synthesis of novel
NP-based materials with tailor-made structures that are applicable in numerous fields covering novel
catalytic systems, magnetic media, platforms for sensing and detection, manufacturing of advanced
electrical or electro-mechanical devices, including memristive materials or components for flexible
electronics as well as biomedical tools. However, it is also important to note that, despite many
advantages the cluster beam method offers, and the enormous development of the gas aggregation
technique in past decades, the use of cluster sources at the industrial level is still relatively sparse.
There are several reasons for this paradoxical situation. First, the production capacity of NPs by
low-pressure gas aggregation sources reaches only tens of mg per hour at present. This is relatively low,
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especially when compared with NP production techniques based on wet chemical methods, ball-milling,
laser ablation in liquids [283–285], large-area atmospheric pressure glow discharges or plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition [286–288] and utilization of the microplasma approach [289]. Therefore,
the possible scale-up of the deposition systems and testing of new concepts of gas aggregation sources
are nowadays under study intending to meet the requirements of industry on the quantity of synthesized
NPs, areas that may be coated or the possibility to perform roll-to-roll deposition at sufficiently high
speeds. The second important issue is related to the effectiveness of the NP production in terms of
better utilisation of the source material, thus, reducing the costs and prolonging operation time of the
cluster sources. In this filed, new technological solutions are urgently needed. Another aspect that
may promote the wider utilisation of gas-phase synthesis of NPs is to make full use of the potential of
this technique for the production of multi-component systems. This refers not only to the production
of functional nanocomposites, in which the NPs are embedded in a hosting matrix, but also to the
fabrication of multi-component NPs per se. Related to the latter, new highly promising strategies have
been recently proposed and tested by different research groups. They utilize (i) a multi-magnetron
approach, in which two or more sources of different materials are placed into one aggregation chamber;
(ii) alloy or segmental multi-component sputtering targets; (iii) a combination of simultaneously
running magnetron sputtering and plasma polymerization; or (iv) systems that are based on the
in-flight coating/modification of NPs before their landing onto the substrate. However, the control
of the structure and composition of multi-component NPs is still very challenging as the growth
process is much more complex compared to mono-material particles. Due to this, the unavoidable
prerequisite for the further development in this direction is the deeper understanding of the processes
taking part during the growth and transport of NPs in the aggregation chamber or interaction of NPs
with an auxiliary plasma used for their in-flight modification. This requires targeted experiments and
novel numerical simulations whose complexity is at the edge of the computational capacity of current
computers. Finally, novel classes of nanomaterials—nanofluids—with unique properties are nowadays
discussed in the community [290,291]. In this case, the gas aggregation sources are believed to represent
a powerful and effective means of production of such materials as the cluster beam deposition is, in
principle, compatible with any liquid with low vapour pressure. This may open the way for the direct
deposition of NPs into such liquids.
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